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About This Game

NearEscape is an adventure game that explores and survives in a world that has been destroyed by a zombie virus and learns
stories.

The hero wakes up in the middle of the city, lost in memory, and begins to reclaim his memory based on a few clues. Through
this itinerary, he recollects his memories of himself and his family, and reveals the reasons why the world is going to fall

through various journals.

The world of open world is made up of large outdoor areas and numerous buildings. Real-time day and night changes, rain, fog,
real-time shadows and good graphics.

A few survivors survive by exploring their own goods and trying to survive, defending themselves when a fight takes place.
Zombies resurrected by viruses are very dangerous, but their eyesight is poor and they are sensitive to sound. They have no

reason and are highly hostile, fighting zombies. Mutilated zombies should be especially careful.

In survival, combat is not essential. You can use the subway aisle to make safety, or you can make bullets and bombs to cross
obstacles. Or you may have to deal with the zombies that come with you, but there are safe shelters in every corner. If you can

prepare food and water and keep your mind right, you will be able to meet your family safely. But if you can not avoid the
battle, do not forget to prepare and trim a powerful weapon on the production floor.
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Game Features
- Game and voxel graphics at quarter view.

- An interesting story line (6-7 hours of play time).
- Large outdoor areas and accessible buildings.

- Real time day / night change and weather change.
- 30 or more types of melee weapons and firearms, more than 20 kinds of outfits.

- Find the remedies and foods you need to survive.
- No additional payment for all content.

*Some support for xbox pad.
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Title: NearEscape
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
ElMaHeGames
Publisher:
ElMaHeGames
Release Date: 8 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 2 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Onboard graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard sound card

Additional Notes: Just work

English,Russian,Korean
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Edit 11\/7\/2018: Dev is updating the game quite frequently. I have altered portions of this review to reflect some of the recent
changes made.

The game is not intuitive at all. Controls like changing clothing, adding items to the quick use bar & eating food are not
explained making the game hard to play. The game needs a tutorial. It has taken me a number of hours to figure out the game's
mechanics. It needs a lot of work & is very rough around the edges. Several items which can be collected in game appear to be
useless adding to the confusion but maybe the dev will add features to make these items functional. Far too much of the game
dialog is in very poor english & makes no sense. The game looks like it could be fun, but in it's current state I can't recommend
it.
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